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The “usefulness” of a Twitter account will depend on how much you use it and
how much you get others involved. There are a couple of key strategies that
help to get the most out of a Twitter account:

1. Tweet regularly and consistently.
2. Engage with other users/participants.

The grammar of Twitter: basics.

There is a “syntax” used on Twitter and its use is not clear from the site’s
interface (though Twitter has provided some “help” here). Here are the basics:

→ Handle: @username (e.g. mine is @qui_oui)
→ One tweet = maximum 140 characters INCLUDING other people’s handles,
tags, etc. so be pithy!

Conversing with others

→ @Reply: this is very important: it’s how you “chat” with other users--by
starting a tweet with their user handle:

Note: if you send a tweet that STARTS with @username, not everyone
“following” you will see it. Only the person you have addressed directly, and

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.twitter.com%2Fgroups%2F31-twitter-basics%23&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHzPSi_LU2A0MUyJkSeujLvHRWYRw


anyone else who follows both of you, will see this tweet in their stream. Others
will only see it if they go to your Twitter page and look (or if someone else
retweets it).

→ Mention: include another user’s handle in a tweet, to alert them to its
content or to reply to something they wrote.

Quoting or re-posting

→ RT = ReTweet (re-post what someone else has tweeted).

...You also have the option of simply re-tweeting the entire post like this...

click on “expand”:

Then you’ll see this: click on “retweet”.



A pop-up should appear:

→ MT = Modified tweet. If you re-post and change something or add a
comment to a tweet, use MT not RT. The actual Twitter site doesn’t allow this
(but clients do--more on this below).

→ HT = Hat tip. Indicates that you’re sharing something that someone else
already posted.

→ Tag or Hashtag: #SubjectDescriptor, e.g. use of #HigherEd in a tweet:

What to tweet? What to avoid?

● Avoid relentless negativity (not the same as criticism!). DO post critical
comments but make them ‘distant’, not ‘close’;

● Ignore the trolls and spam; don’t get sucked in. Trolls can be blocked
and spam can be reported.

● Avoid deliberately “baiting” other users or being passive aggressive, or ad
hominem comments;

● DO tweet to other users if they post something that interests you! Even if
you don’t know them.

● Pictures and videos liven things up.



Tagging: how to use it?

● A hashtag “marks” a tweet as part of an ongoing topic of conversation.
● Find the hashtags for an event and follow along (e.g. #Congress2012);
● Tags attached to live chats (e.g. #SAchat, #PhDchat, #FYCchat). There is a

directory of these on the Inside Higher Ed site;
● Subject-based tags are one of the main tools of Twitter; the ones I most

often use are #HigherEd and #CdnPSE, #CdnPoli, #OpenAccess, etc.
● Example: #FF or #FollowFriday is a means of referring/recommending

followers to others:

Timing and scheduling your tweets

What are the best times to tweet? This depends on what audience you
want to reach. Within this time zone (EST), I’ve noticed that tweeting works a
bit like mealtimes:

→ Early in the morning (about 7:30 to 9am) is good on weekdays because
people read the news over breakfast or before they get to work; also at that
time it’s about lunchtime in the UK.

→ Lunchtime here is another great time to tweet because locals are on
lunch break while those on the west coast are just getting to work, and in the
UK it’s early evening.

→ Late afternoon and mid-evening work well too because everyone’s on
the way home from work, or settling in for the evening after dinner.

Thankfully with tools like Tweetdeck you can schedule tweets (e.g. if you want
to share a blog post with a wider audience), so you don’t actually have to think
about being near a computer or smartphone at the “right times”.
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Connecting with other Twitter users: @, #, RT, MT, HT

→ Start a “conversation” with one or more users, here are some ways:

● Respond with a comment about an article/comment they tweeted
● Re-tweet their post with a comment (MT)
● Make sure you give credit if you post something someone else sent you;

give them a “hat tip” (HT):

● Post someone’s blog or article and add their Twitter handle
● Post an item of interest to others and “tag” them (add their handle)
● Participate in live chats and event commentary (like #PhDchat)
● Ask a question of those following us (and tag it):



More advanced use: “live” tweeting

→ Live chat participation: I noticed early on that this often brought followers
to my account and of course made life more interesting through conversation (I
mostly used #PhDchat).

→ Live-tweeting events: This is also a great way to find “friends” in person if
you’re at an event. I have met quite a few people through conference tweeting.
Also, you can follow events when you’re not there in person (below, tweets
from May 1 2012 Mayday events in New York City):



→ “Tweet-ups” are events where people who have chatted on Twitter get
together in-person. For example at York University, there is usually one
tweet-up per semester, which is organized by John Dupuis (@dupuisj) from the
Steacie Science Library.

Finding good accounts to “follow”...

● Check other people’s accounts (who they follow);



● Look at (themed) lists made by others;
● Who is being re-tweeted by accounts you follow?
● Search for a hashtag: who is using it?

It can help to follow quite a lot of people at first, since often this is how you can
start to get an idea of how Twitter works (and find good stuff).

How do we sort through all the “content” if we’re following
many others?

...one ways is through using Twitter lists. You can add other accounts to a
list without “following” them; this helps sort out accounts that are interesting to
you, without having to “drown” in a steady torrent of tweets (and missing lots
of the stuff that’s posted). In my account, I have a list of graduate students
called “PhDchat” (with over 450 people listed) that demonstrates how the list
can also help others to connect with interesting tweeters.

In clients like Tweetdeck, we can then create columns dedicated to
particular lists:
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Tools for Twitter: going (way) beyond the Twitter site.



Twitter is a great tool in and of itself, but the Twitter website has some serious
limitations. For a long time it was impossible even to post a link without
running it through a link-shortener like bit.ly (this has been corrected); only
recently did the site begin to allow photo uploads. To get around this, Twitter
users have created many tools and applications that provide flexibility lacking
on the Twitter site; many of the limitations can be overcome with these tools:

→ Having the option to “retweet with edits/comment” (Twitter site still doesn’t
allow this, which is why I recommend we use a client) [Tweetdeck];

→ Search for old tweets  [Topsy is the best site for this]. Twitter’s search
function is notoriously unhelpful;
→ Archive old tweets or tweets from an event [Google Forms, Storify];
→ Schedule tweets for later [Tweetdeck & others];
→ Show multiple search “columns” and “feeds”/lists at once [Tweetdeck,
Hootsuite, others];
→ Posting to multiple accounts from the same application [Tweetdeck,
Hootsuite & others] or having multiple users on one account;
→ Posting shortened links and image uploads (the Twitter website can do this
now, but for a very long time it couldn’t);
→ Management: gathering and following Twitter stats, link reach, analytics
[TweetStats, TwentyFeet; Tweetreach; TwitterFall]; Twitter has historically
been very inaccurate at showing users whether they have been “mentioned”
by others, or retweeted (but this, too, has improved);
→ Endless, questionable attempts to monitor and assess social media
“influence” [Tweetlevel, Klout, etc.]. I don’t trust these, but they remain
popular.
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Even more goodies:

→ The London School of Economics has a guide for academic tweeters.
→ MentionMapp is a pretty cool visualization tool.
→ Twistory is an application you link to an online calendar (such as Google
calendar) and it saves your tweets to the calendar at the time you posted them.
→ WeFollow is a directory of self-registered Twitter followers, by area of
interest.
→ Twitdom is a home base for Twitter stuff like tools and apps.
→ And last but never least, Wikipedia has a decent list of Twitter services, tools
and applications. Since apps are always changing (when Twitter changed its
API, a lot of apps stopped working), it’s best to check this page.
→ A nice little presentation/slide-deck by Sue Folley (@SueFolley) via
@kshjensen:
http://ipark.hud.ac.uk/sites/default/files/LearningBytesTwitterOct2012.pdf

Popular Twitter clients:

→ UberSocial [for mobile only] http://ubersocial.com/; not too bad I use this one
on my Android phone.
→ Buffer http://bufferapp.com/
→ Twitter’s company app for various platforms (with limitations). E.g. the
Twitter for Android app has recently been updated and now it has glitches that
can be very annoying, so I don’t recommend it.
→ Hootsuite: one of the most popular “clients”, it can be used for
managing/posting from multiple Twitter accounts and also from different
services such as Facebook.
→ Tweetdeck: a similar client to Hootsuite, but with fewer glitches (in my
opinion). If you’re using Chrome, it can be embedded right in your browser.
Otherwise, it works as a desktop app.

One last, great general rule for learning how to use Twitter:
watch what others are doing. If you enjoy it and it “works”, just
follow their lead!
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